Transferability of lipase titrimetric assays: deductions from an interlaboratory study.
Following the selection of the most appropriate method for emulsification and the optimization of the reaction medium, interlaboratory studies were conducted to check the effect of preparing substrates and measuring the catalytic concentration of lipase at different sites as well as the effect of transport on emulsion. The determinations of lipase activity in an abnormal chemistry control against emulsions prepared by two laboratories (and used by both laboratories) and, also, against five separate emulsions prepared by one laboratory (and used by five different laboratories) resulted in average enzyme activity values (2234 +/- 125 and 2263 +/- 204 U/l respectively) which are not statistically different. Standard preparations of lipase, control sera and reference materials can therefore be titrated according to the procedure followed by at least two laboratories for at least 3 days against two separate emulsions.